Abstract. We report on fully differential cross sections for double ionization of H2 by a single circularly polarized photon of 160 eV energy. For an unequal sharing of the energy between the two electrons and a particular geometry where the influence of electron/electron interaction is constant, we find a four-lobe structure in the molecular frame angular distribution of the faster electron. This structure is interpreted to be due to a coherent emission of the electron from the two atomic centers of the molecule. This Young-type interference pattern is lost for other geometries, where electron-electron interaction plays a major role. Furthermore, we show that the interference structure depends strongly on the internuclear distance.
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Introduction
Emission of electrons from a homonuclear diatomic molecule should give rise to Thomas Youngtype interference effects basically due to the two center nature of the problem: on photoionization an electron wave emerges coherently from each of the two atoms of the molecule due to tunnelling of the electrons between two indistinguishable atomic sites giving rise to interference. For photo electron emission this was noted by Cohen and Fano [1] and by Kaplan and Markin [2] . The double slit analogy suggests that the interference should be visible in the angular distribution of the electron with respect to the internuclear axis of the molecule, i.e. the molecular frame electron angular distribution, giving rise to distinct differences between the gerade and ungerade parity states [3] . It has been shown however, that traces of this interference effect can even be seen in more integrated quantities like the angular distribution of the molecular breakup [1, [4] [5] [6] and in the energy dependence of electrons emitted from randomly oriented molecules for ion [7] [8] [9] [10] or photon impact [11] . Related interference patterns are also found in Auger electron angular distributions [12, 13] .
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The most simple and clear cut case to study this interference effect is single photoionization of H 2 (see e.g. the theoretical studies in [2, [14] [15] [16] ). In the present work we focus on double ionization. In this case the electronic continuum is additionally shaped by the influence of electron-electron interaction. The interplay of the interaction between the electrons with the two center interference effect is the topic of the present paper.
Experimentally the angular distribution of photoelectrons in the molecular frame is often measured by detecting the electron in coincidence with the direction of fragmentation of the molecule. This allows to use randomly oriented gas phase molecules in a measurement. This coincidence technique, however, relies on the fact that dissociation is much faster than rotation and hence the fragmentation direction coincides with the orientation of the molecular axis at the instant of electron emission (see e.g. [17, 18] ) which is the case for the present work on H 2 .
The present paper belongs to a series of papers in which we have studied photo double ionization of H 2 .
hν + H 2 → 2p
We briefly summarize the main findings of these preceding publications. In [19] we have reported a strong dependence of the coincident electron angular distributions on the internuclear separation, which was measured by detecting the kinetic energy release (KER) of the fragments. The photon energy was 75,5 eV resulting in only 25 eV of energy to be shared between the two electrons. The corresponding wavelength is therefore much too long to show even the first minimum of the predicted two center interference. The findings were explained [20, 21] as due to a strong variation of the strength of the Σ to Π transition. In the present paper we will show an even stronger dependence of a fully differential cross section on internuclear distance. In a more recent experiment at a photon energy of 160 eV and 240 eV using circularly polarized light we found a clear two center interference [22] pattern in the angular distribution of the fast electron integrated over the emission direction of the slow electron for extremely unequal energy sharing. This interference disappears for more equal energy sharings, which we attribute to decoherence [23] induced by the now position resolving electron-electron interaction. If, however, instead of the single electron momentum k 1 the angular distribution of the sum momentum k + = k 1 + k 2 is plotted a very robust interference is found [24] . This can be traced back to a emission of both electrons from the same center of molecule [24] , i.e. the ionic part of the ground state wave function. Subsequently we have shown that this interference pattern in k + depends on the internuclear distance [25] . In the present paper we study fully differential cross sections and report molecular frame angular distributions of one electron for a fixed angle Θ of the second electron. We show that for a geometry where the influence of electron-electron interaction is constant (i.e. the second electron is emitted perpendicularly to the plane defined by the molecular axis and the momentum vector of the first electron) the interference reappears even for an energy sharing where it is already lost for other geometries. We also show a strong dependence of the interference fringes on the internuclear distance.
Experiment
The experiment has been performed at the Advanced Light Source at Beamline 11 using the COLTRIMS multi particle imaging technique [26] [27] [28] . A beam of circularly polarized light (hν = 160 eV) was intersected with a supersonic molecular H 2 beam. Ions and electrons created in the intersection region are guided by a 36 V/cm electric field and a superimposed homogenous magnetic field of 14.7 Gauss [29] to two multichannel plate detectors with delayline readout [30] . Out of the measured position and the time of flight we extract the three-dimensional initial momentum vector of each particle in an offline analysis. The electric and magnetic fields and spectrometer geometry have been chosen such, that we achieve a 4π collection solid angle for electrons up to half of the maximum possible excess energy. In most cases we do not detect the higher energetic electron of the two electrons. The momentum vector of this fast electron has been deduced using momentum conservation. Since we measure the momenta of both ions and one electron the missing fourth particle momentum can be calculated. For atomic ionization this is successfully used in many experiments, for molecular targets which dissociate it is much
